Single-nucleotide-specific PNA-peptide ligation on synthetic and PCR DNA templates.
DNA-directed chemical synthesis has matured into a useful tool with applications such as fabrication of defined (nano)molecular architectures, evolution of amplifiable small-molecule libraries, and nucleic acid detection. Most commonly, chemical methods were used to join oligonucleotides under the control of a DNA or RNA template. The full potential of chemical ligation reactions can be uncovered when nonnatural oligonucleotide analogues that can provide new opportunities such as increased stability, DNA affinity, hybridization selectivity, and/or ease and accuracy of detection are employed. It is shown that peptide nucleic acid (PNA) conjugates, nonionic biostable DNA analogues, allowed the fashioning of highly chemoselective and sequence-selective peptide ligation methods. In particular, PNA-mediated native chemical ligations proceed with sequence selectivities and ligation rates that reach those of ligase-catalyzed oligodeoxynucleotide reactions. Usually, sequence-specific ligations can only be achieved by employing short-length probes, which show DNA affinities that are too low to allow stable binding to target segments in large, double-stranded DNA. It is demonstrated that the PNA-based ligation chemistry allowed the development of a homogeneous system in which rapid single-base mutation analyses can be performed even on double-stranded PCR DNA templates.